Welcome Class of 2019

The Ave Maria Law Library extends a very warm welcome to all of our new students! We look forward to assisting you with all your study and research needs over the next few years. Please come and see us!

1L Resource Highlights:

The library collection includes thousands of resources for your use. These are a few that we recommend your first year:

- **1L & Law School Survival:** Terrified of your first day? Wondering just how to succeed in law school? Look no further! Our collection includes several titles to give you advice and tools for succeeding in law school.

- **Study Aids:** Do you like studying on your mobile device? Prefer the print copy? Enjoy listening to audio books? We’ve got all your study needs met in our collection. Check out the Digital Library for 24/7 access to study aids from any device with an internet connection. Browse our reserve collection for study aids on every topic of law. Look into the Sum & Substance cd collection for your audio needs when studying. And take a glance at the flashcards we have on file as well!

“*If you are absolutely determined to make a lawyer of yourself, the thing is more than half done already.*”

Abraham Lincoln
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For the Love of Learning
Coming This Fall

During the Fall 2016 semester, the Library seeks to provide our students with continual resources, information, and opportunities. These include:

- A workshop on the Unlimited Study Aids and our Digital Library! We hope to see you in the Library 123 classroom at 12:15pm on Tuesday, August 23, 2016 as we explore the amazing opportunity for all of our students!

- A rotating highlight of library collection materials best suited to assist your studies in law school and your bar preparation in the future

- New videos and tutorials on tools to help you develop your business knowledge; grasp the concepts necessary for success in the legal field; prepare for your exams; mold yourself into a practice-ready attorney; and much more!

- Exciting workshops highlighting the very best resources available to you! Look for more information coming your way soon!

- Keep an eye out for coffee in the library! Periodically throughout the semester, there will be FREE coffee by the Keurig machine outside the library classroom.

Exciting News

The Ave Law Library is excited to announce:

- All students will have 18 months of Westlaw access after graduation! This is a phenomenal opportunity for our students, and one offered to only a handful of law schools across the country.

- Unlimited study aids are now included in our Digital Library! This means you no longer need to wait for someone else to return the title before you can check it out!

If you have any questions about these amazing changes,
Only the Very Best for Our Students

♦ Explore the catalog. Access the thousands of print and electronic resources available at the click of a button.

♦ Discover the databases. Browse our list from A-Z. Check out the very best in materials including HeinOnline, Fast-Case, Florida materials, and much more.

♦ Browse the research guides. Learn more about a specific area of law and find inspiration for your own research.

♦ Study and learn from anywhere at any time. Use the Digital Library for all your study and research needs.

♦ Access our electronic resources from anywhere by logging into the catalog when off campus.

♦ Ask us questions! We are here for YOU. Your success is our purpose, and we want to help in whatever way we can... Whether that's a study suggestion, a research question, or simply a friendly smile.

A Word on the Library

Law school can be overwhelming with case briefs, mountains of homework, stress to do well, the looming bar exam, and much more. In the midst of all this, the Law Library stands as a home away from home to all of our students. Stop by for a quiet place to study. Check out study aids and other resources to help you excel in your classes. Take advantage of the amazing staff we have who are ready, willing, and able to assist you with whatever you need.

Don't be shy! Come see us today!
You can find us on Facebook at Ave Maria Law Library (www.facebook.com/LEGALLAB).
The Library utilizes the Facebook page to share our blog posts on research, studying, new materials, and much more. Posts on the Facebook page also include relevant news in the legal world, such as articles on the newest changes in the law and other items that we find relevant for our students.

You can find us on Instagram at LegalLibrarian34119.
The Library shares images on a frequent basis highlighting our beautiful campus, the resources available, and events happening in the library.

You can find us on Twitter @avemarialibrary.
The Library utilizes Twitter to share updates as well as keep in touch with the immediate happenings in the legal world by following various legal accounts and sharing that information with patrons via Twitter and other social media platforms.

You can find us on WordPress at Ave Maria Law Library (https://avelawlibrary.wordpress.com/).
The Library blog offers a valuable means of providing our patrons with information, tips, study aids, and access to new materials.

Post topics vary, including discussions of time management in law school, tips and information on learning styles, and positive reinforcement of morale as well as highlights of library materials, including our research guides and new databases and print materials acquired.

You can follow Ave Maria School of Law on LinkedIn at Ave Maria School of Law (https://www.linkedin.com/company/avemaria-school-of-law). The LinkedIn page shares news and information of happenings at the law school, including upcoming CLEs and news about faculty achievements.

You can find us on Pinterest at Ave Maria Law Library (www.pinterest.com/avemarialawlibr).
Find inspirational quotes, law school humor, useful charts, professional advice, and much more.